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Part I. Supplementary Figures S1-S3:

Fig. S1. Image of collected droplets after transfer laminar interfaces.

Fig. S2. Small satellite water droplets of about 20 µm in diameter are capable of transferring the oil-oil interfaces.

Fig. S3. Movements of water droplets at oil/oil laminar interfaces: water drops partially wet the interfaces as fusiform drops.
Part II. Supplementary Movies S1-S5:

Supplementary Movie S1. Transfer of water droplets across oil-oil laminar interface.

Supplementary Movie S2. Transfer of oil droplets across oil-water laminar interface.

Supplementary Movie S3. Selective transfer of water droplets across oil-oil laminar interface.

Supplementary Movie S4. Transfer of water droplets across oil-water interface to prepare polymersomes.

Supplementary Movie S5. Transfer of water droplets across oil-oil laminar interface to prepare cell-loaded microgels.